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ABSTRACT

Till I'M F's Central Control System is being up-
graded. In this process, an environment, that suits
the needs of cyclotron operational use and the Controls
Group's development and maintenance duties has been
sought, Over the years since THIl'MF's inception, work-
stations and ft variety of dedicated inpi/t/otitpiH devices
haw hi-eii introduced into the main console of '.lit- Con-
trol Room and into the offices of the Controls Group
personnel. A number of factors including the overhead
of .system management, price/performance., time to obso-
lescence, flexibility, and reliability have affected the suit-
ability of workstations and the other I/O devices. In the
new configuration, a generic display device plays a very
important role in the Central Control System. X ter-
minals have proven to be superior to workstations and
other display devices and are now the display medium
of choice in TRIUMF's Controls Group. This paper re-
views the TRIUMF Controls Group's experiences with
X terminals. A number of aspects of X terminal use in
a particle accelerator environment are discussed. Topics
include functionality, hardware configuration, software
management, relative cost., performance, reliability, boot
mechanisms, application suitability, and operator accep-
tance.

1. INTRODUCTION

TRIUMF's Central Control System (CCS) upgrade
has provided the opportunity to replace I/O devices
used in the operator interface (OFI) of the 500 Mev cy-
clotron. Recent and future needs cannot be met by many
of the old I/O devices and new equipment and ideas
are available. Before the upgrade, there was a mixture
of dedicated knobs and buttons. LED displays, thumb-
wheel levers, CAMAC video display driver/monitor se-
tups, monochrome character cell terminals (e.g. VT100),
personal computer terminal emulators, Tektronix vector
displays, etc. This equipment was supplemented by a
series of evolving workstations, a few each of many mod-
els with different capabilities and characteristics. This

OPI equimem was located in the main console, in re-
mote consoles, in sub-system control areas, and the like.
In addition to the cyclotron's requirements, there was a
growing need to support a variety of developments; ion
sources, cancer treatment facilities, RF test stands and
more. The general trend is to support distributed user
interfaces of increasing complexity but in a more efficient
and economic fashion than before, since research funding
is becoming leaner-

One of the prime issues in replacing the OPI re-
volves around how to provide a well tailored interface
and still make the system cost elfective to purchase (typi-
cally capital budget constraints), and easy to develop and
maintain (typically personnel constraints). In the past,
the constraints were different and the solution often pro-
vided a special, highly dedicated setup. These solutions
were often expensive to implement and difficult to adap-
tât to other problems or even future needs of the same
requirement. This lead to a situation that had many dif-
ferent, types of equipment (and spares) and a 'lifliculty
in maintenance because support personnel had to be fa-
miliar with a very wide range of equipment.

In TRIUMF's upgraded CCS there has been an ef-
fort to: reduce the number of types of OPI devices, make
applications widely available (not just from dedicated
locations), reduce the number and types of spare equip-
ment, provide a similar response for an application used
from different locations, and to have a common look and
feel where possible. At the same time, some old opera-
tor interface equipment has to be maintained, especially
some of the existing facility that could not be removed
due to Operation Group desires.

Workstations seemed to be the answer but a num-
ber of issues have arisen and X window terminals cur-
rently appear to provide a better solution in our situa-
tion. Workstations have been evolving very quickly with
changes in a number of characteristics; speed, bus sup-
port, memory requirements, software management needs
and operating systems. These changes lead to a num-
ber of problems: a user sees quite different perform an CL-
OU the new and old workstations, disks are needed for
paging and swapping but. because there are a variety
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Figure 1. TRJUMF's Central Control System Configuration

of huses (SCSI, Turbocliannel, Q-bus, PCI. ISA, EISA,
etc.) many different, types of spare disks are required,
faster machines (especially RISC' processors) need more
memory which adds to expense and the memory is typ-
ically not interchangeable, and bigger/faster/different
workstations have a variety of system management con-
figurations. Workstations are wonderful but they are no
panacea.

X window terminais connected to a few cpu servers
in a client/server arrangement address many of these
issues in u more favourable manner than workstations.
Because the X terminal is typically so much faster at.
displaying than the server/network can provide the in-
formation, all X terminals (new and old) run applications
with the same response from a given cpu. There are no
disk/bus/other peripheral support issues. Memory re-
quirements are more modest because the X terminal is
doing a much more restricted task than a workstation.
The memory is put more effectively into just, a few cpu
servers. System management issues are dramatically re-
duced, hi our case, the few cpu servers are managed in a
common fashion via clustering and the X terminals need
almost no management. Cost, which is usually an issue,
also seems to favour a few more expensive cpu servers
and many less expensive X terminals.

As shown in fig. 2 the CCS is using Digital Equip-
ment. Corporation's (DEC) VXT2000 X window termi-
nals and DEC network devices called Infoservers that

do image file downloading, font serving, virtual mem-
ory paging and configuration management." Suitable X
window terminals are available from many manufactur-
ers. In TRIUMF's CCS only VXT2000s are currently in
use although other types are widely used al thr labora-
tory.

2. VXT2000 X WINDOW TERMINAL CHARAC-
TERISTICS

X window terminals provide many of th'1 features
of workstations. Among VXT 2000 terminal's main fea-
tures are'-'1:

- The ability to have multiple active windows from one
or more X window applications running on one or
more computers at the same time.

- Terminal Manager window that allows users to create.
manage and delete connections to host systems.

• DECterm window that allows the terminal to be used
as a conventional video terminal.

- Motif window manager that allows the user to move
and resize windows, or use a mouse or keyboard lo
navigate through windows.

- Configuration Manager window that lets a VXT man-
ager configure groups of terminals to share cus-
tomized settings and fonts.



- Boot, feature for choosing the system image software
l.o load.

- Access to different operating systems at the same time
via TCP/IP. LAT. or DECNET transports.

- A cljoire of Ethernet network and serial/parallel port
connections.

- Up to 18 megabytes of RAM memory with a minimum
of A megabytes.

- Connections can be established remotely, allowing a
user to send an application's display to any X termi-
nal (whether it is in use or not) although restrictions
can be added using security features.

Some of the X terminals have external devices such
as printers, plotters or tablets connected to tlieir se-
riiil/parnlld ports. Access is then possible locally and
through an ethernet connection via the LAT protocol.

3. CCS X WINDOW CONFIGURATION

The current configuration of the upgraded TR1UMF
CCS is shown in fig. 1. The hardware platform is cen-
tred on two VAX clusters running OpenVMS, one for de-
velopment purposes and the other for production needs.
The data acquisition and control functions are performed
using CAMAG. The layout shown in fig. 1 currently lias
five executive crates and supports a mixture of serial and
parallel branches.3'

Ethernet Segment

VAX RISC
VXT2000
X terminal

Figure 2. CCS X Window Configuration

The X window terminals, labelled VXTOOJ through
VXT030, and the Infoservers, labelled ISO and 1S1, are
located on the same ethernet segment via thinwire con-
nections. The X terminals can be disconnected from
the etliernet. cable and reconnected without affecting any
other devices on the network. Any windows connec-
tions that are open will be closed, This is much more

efficient than removing a clustered workstation running
OpenVMS which results in a cluster reconfiguration, a
reorganization of chisfenvule resource locks, significant
network activity, and a temporary freezing of the en-
tire cluster lasting approximately 20 seconds with the
current system parameters. The VXT2000s reboot in
approximately 60 seconds from power on, through their
diagnostics (with 10 Mb of memory), getting software
downloaded from an Infoserver, starting the VXT im-
age, to the point where the user can login. This time-
is reduced to about 45 seconds if the action taken is to
reboot the terminal without power outage.

The terminals operate in what is known as a server-
based configuration which means that no host computer
is involved in the downline loading of the terminals' im-
ages or in font serving, In this configuration, terminal
settings are stored on a single Infoserver 150 VXT. The
number of windows that can be opened depends on the
memory available. Each terminal is équipée! with at least
10MB of RAM. This configuration, however, permits all
terminals to page to files located on the Infoserver's hard
disk allowing much larger virtual memory to be taken
advantage of at the cost of network communication.

The current version of the Infoserver software does
not allow for seamless fail-over operation for downline
loading the executable images, but does provide load-
balancing and seamless fail-over for font-serving which
proved to be the major problem with operating the ter-
minals in a host'based configuration.

Terminal management can be carried out by any
X terminal or via LAT directly to the Infoservers, with
appropriate password protection. A primary Infoserver
supports the downline image loading.

The terminals in the CCS boot from a primary In-
foserver. All terminals are configured to make a MOP
boot request for a specific image (VXTCCS) which is
a service known by both the primary and the secondary
Infoservers as a link to the most recent terminal software
(VXT 2.1), Using a group-specific image name instead
of the default image name assures the terminals of being
booted by only our server.

Each InfoServer in the CCS can handle up to 100
simultaneous downline loads of X terminals' system soft-
ware. The Infoservers are more efficient than host-based
downline loaders and relieve the hosts of the extra work
of the downline loading. A significant improvement in
X terminal boot time was experienced when the system
was moved from being host-based to server-based.

Two of the X terminals in the Control Room have
been modified to be touch-sensitive. This allows an al-
ternative means of control beside the hardware console
buttons, traditional keyboards and mice. A touch sensi-
tive screen has been a part of the CCS for many years
but the previous device was a CAM AC driven setup with
a number of restrictions. The old unit could only be ac-
cessed by computers connected to the CAMAC, there
were no graphic capabilities, no colour, and the touch
resolution was very limiting. The new touch X terrni-



liai lias none of these limitations and in fact runs all X
applications in the normal manner using the mouse and
keyboard but also supports touch,

The cost of X terminals is significantly less than
complete workstations, which is an important consider-
ation given that there are currently fourteen X displays
in the Control Room and more than thirty X terminals
being supported by the Controls Group,

4. GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE

The X window environment, provides remote inter-
faces for operators via the network and serves to sepa-
rate control and display functions potentially over long
distances. The request from users to be able to em-
ploy the same application at the test stand, the final
equipment location, remote consoles and the main con-
sole is common. The combination of the X protocol and
the Motif window manager allows an exceedingly flexi-
ble interface that can meet many of the requested needs
but in practice leads to several types of problems. Is-
sues of consistency and ease of use are foremost among
these. Consistency issues include such things as trying
to maintain a similar look and feel across a wide variety
of applications. This can be complicated by trying to
meet the needs of a occassional user such as a physicist,
and still provide an interface that conforms to the daily
use needs of the Operations Group. Increasing compli-
cation occurs when the views of developers differ and
further divergance results when various users are con-
sulted. Ease of use and maintenance issues have many
perspectives. There is some guidance from documents
such as "OSF/Motif Style Guide"4) and the "DECwin-
dows Companion to the OSF/Motif Style Guide".5' The
most basic advise from the guides is to keep the interface
simple and natural, and to follow the two principles of
knowing the user and empowering the user. Our experi-
ence has shown that reasonable consideration should be
given to what details are seen on the screen and what
should be hidden in menus or via other means.

The development and maintenance cycles are eased
by the use of interface building tools.0) The Motif envi-
ronment together with the commercial products VUIT'1

and BXS' are being used for constructing graphical user
interfaces for controls applications such as those shown
in fig. 3.

5. OPERATOR ACCEPTANCE

Cyclotron operators have been very accepting of the
introduction of X terminals into the Control Room. The
judicious use of colour in applications has greatly in-
creased their acceptance. Most requirements for tuning
the cyclotron lend themselves well to graphic displays
particularly in the form of real-time vectors but also as
x-y plots and in chart-recorder format. X window ap-
plication implementations of these displays have allowed
the Operators to have multiple instances of the new and
widely applicable tools. There is a deeply felt opinion

Figure 3. Graphical Representation of Cyclotron Param-
eters

by Operators that certain types of user interface are not
well modelled by the X window terminal. Some knobs
and buttons are still willingly supported with no plans
to be phased out.

A side-effect of the development, of X window appli-
cations lias been improved support given tin1 advanced
functionality and the fact that more efficient mainte-
nance allows more enhancements,

H should be noted thai, both software and hardware
support staff in the Controls Group prefer X window
terminals to the workstations that they had. One of • lie
prime reasons is thai they can very easily connect to
the fastest processors within their domain. The fastest
processor is likely not to be the box on their desk so
the X terminal always gives them easy access to the best,
performance available. A user with a workstation can
always reconnect to a faster cpu but they are still limited
by performance of their workstation which must handle
all of the communications and display.

0. RESTRICTIONS

There are some limitations that, have become appar-
ent using the VXT2000 X window terminals. Support for
home use is unavailable because no serial line transport
such as SLIP is available. Some manufactures support
this feature. Two monitor resolutions have been avail-
able, 1024 by 768 and 1280 by 1024. X window applica-
tions may not run acceptably on both types of monitor
due to the active field and font sizes. This has lead to
several applications having a version for each monitor
type. The complication of having more than otic version
and dynamically deciding which version is appropriate
on the monitor in use is a nuisance.

Raw performance in graphic applications will fall



somewhat short of a good workstation with n dedicated
graphics system. When graphically intensive applica-
tions are being addressed, the network and X terminal
graphics speed may provide a bottleneck which a work-
si at ion can avoid.

7. SUMMA.RY

Our experience has shown .significant advantages of
X window displays on X terminals compared to work-
stations. The rost per-seat when using X terminals is
riiiisi(l(»r;il)ly lower than workstations and the cost of
maintenance licit h in hardware and software support is
substantially less. The terminals are more reliable than
individual workstations, due in part, to the fart that the
terminals do not contain disk drives or such complicated
software.

The lnfoservers improved boot time and provided an
additional memory source that, allows more windows per
terminal. In addition, terminal management is enhanced
by being able to configure groups of X terminals with
common setups and control user ^configurability.
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